An idealized potential energy surface (PES), simply a PES-like network of stationary points, is demonstrated to be a useful tool to study kinetic relaxation of complex energy landscapes. Combined with a master equation, we show that if constructed with proper regularity, the kinetics of the PES is easy to predict and understand by carefully examining the eigenmodes of the master equation. By modifying the idealized PES model to make it more and more complicated, we demonstrate a systematic method to study the complex kinetics on large PES. The idealized PES model is used to explore the feasibility and the robustness of statistical sampling of large PES. We develop several sampling strategies, such as the ''rough topography sampling'' and the ''low barrier saddle sampling'' in the idealized PES model and find they are also applicable to a realistic PES of the 13-atom Morse cluster with range parameter r ¼ 6. To measure the robustness of the sampling methods, we compare the eigenvalue spectra, the eigenvector similarity and the relaxation times of the total energy of the full and sample PESs.
I. Introduction
For years, potential energy surfaces have been widely studied and regarded as an important tool to understand kinetics and dynamics of various systems from the relaxation of atomic clusters [1] [2] [3] to the problems of protein folding. 4 Recently, master equation dynamics, 5 as a method complementary to molecular dynamics (MD), has also been applied to the study of kinetics on a PES. [6] [7] [8] If based on accurate state-to-state reaction rate coefficients, master equation dynamics can describe the kinetic relaxation of a complex system on a much longer timescale than MD. In addition, master equation dynamics also avoids the round-off error propagated in integrating the equations of motion by MD algorithms.
An important challenge to apply master equations to kinetics problems on PESs is the complexity of large systems. Perhaps the most notable aspect of the complexity of a PES is its size, namely the number of energy minima, transition states (or saddle points) and their connectivity. Solving the full master equation requires the diagonalization of a transition matrix whose dimension equals the number of energy minima of the PES, and the typical diagonalization algorithms nowadays have a complexity of O(N 3 ) where N is the dimension of the matrix. The size of the PESs of most systems increases rapidly with the increase of the number of atoms in the system. For example in atomic clusters, the number of geometrically distinct minima increases at least exponentially with K, the number of atoms in the cluster, 9 and each of these corresponds to roughly K! isomers. Extensive research 10 on LJ K cluster (Katoms bound by Lennard-Jones potentials) shows from LJ 11 to LJ 13 , with the addition of just two more atoms, the number of local energy minima increases from 170 to 1505, and the transition points from 2423 to 25653, an increase of an order of magnitude.
Therefore it is impractical, within foreseeable computation capability, to think of constructing a full many-dimensional PES and the corresponding full master equation, even of a noble gas cluster of more than 20 particles. An essential question is: how can one construct a manageable statistical sample of a very large complex PES, and then use a master equation based on a sample of the PES to draw reliable inferences about the kinetics on the full many-dimensional surface? Ball and Berry 11 first addressed this problem by using a ''sequence sampling'' method to obtain samples of some preknown full PESs of Ar 11 and Ar 13 . The authors have shown that with ''sequence sampling'', the constructed sample PES can be used to predict the slowest relaxation mode with convergence to within better than a factor of two with about 100 monotonic sequences 2, 3 where each sequence is a ''minimum-saddle-minimum-...-minimum'' series with monotonically increasing energy values for the minima. This corresponds to about 40% and 20% of the sampling ratio (defined as the ratio between the numbers of energy minima in the sample PES and in the full PES) for the full PESs of Ar 11 and Ar 13 , respectively. However this sampling ratio is probably still not small enough for a very large PES.
Another less addressed aspect of the complexity issue of PES is the irregularity of the distribution of the stationary points, which can be revealed by the monotonic sequences or the disconnectivity graphs 12 of those systems. We believe that it is this aspect of the complexity that makes the PES sampling problem especially difficult.
In this paper, we address the PES sampling problem from both size and distribution aspects of the PES complexity problem. In addition, before we try to provide general solutions on how to sample a large PES, we are interested in answering two more fundamental questions: could a good or even a perfect sample PES ever exist? If yes, what would a good or bad sample PES look like? For this purpose, we propose a novel approach by constructing a hypothetical idealized PES first and modifying it systematically later on. The concept of ''idealized PES'' is similar to the model PES that Doye and Wales had used in their work on how fast the system can relax to its global minima configuration. 13 Our idealized PES model is artificially constructed by assigning all the PES information except the geometry of the PES. Due to the simplicity of such model, its kinetic properties are more predictable and more accessible to study and easier to understand than those of a realistic PES which is usually large and chaotic. On the other hand, since the idealized PES is artificially constructed, one can freely manipulate the complexity of these PESs to make them as similar as one likes to the realistic PES models. For the purpose of PES sampling, one can even use common sense to think of a perfect sample PES in a simple idealized PES model. These characteristics of an idealized PES make it an ideal prototype in the study of PES sampling.
The organization of this paper will be the following, in Section II we discuss the master equation method and some ways to measure kinetics based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In Section III we present a very simple idealized PES model and discuss its kinetics and compare with its samples PESs, and in Section IV we modify the idealized PES model to make it more irregular and more similar to that of the realistic PES. We also propose some sampling strategies and evaluate them by comparing relaxation times and eigenmodes. In Section V we apply some of the developed sampling method to a realistic M 13 PES, and we present our conclusions in Section VI. This paper is intended to lay out a basic approach with some simple extensions and one illustrative application. More elaborate and realistic extensions of this approach will be presented in subsequent publications.
II. Master equation
A master equation can be used to reveal the kinetic relaxation in an arbitrary N-state system as long as we know the initial condition and the first order state-to-state rate coefficients. The solution of the master equation is a set of N time-dependent population probability functions, P i (t), one for each state i. With this knowledge, we can easily look at the evolution toward equilibrium for any thermodynamic property A, if it has a well defined value A i for each state i. The result is simply a weighted average:
A. Construction and solution to the master equation
In a PES problem, the basins around the energy minima are the states in master equation; transition states between energy minima via saddle points determine the state-to-state reaction rates. Let N min be the total number of minima in the PES and P(t) be the vector (with components P i (t), 1 r i r N min ) of probabilities for the system to reside in energy minimum i at time t. Then the time evolution of the probabilities is governed by the master equation, the set of first-order differential equations which, for this kind of system, have the simple linear form:
½k ij P j ðtÞ À k ji P i ðtÞ ð2Þ
In the above equation, k ij is the first order rate coefficient for transition from minimum j to minimum i, the summation of the first term in the bracket is the total population flow rate into minimum i, while the summation of the second term is the total population flow rate out of minimum i. Now we can set up a transition matrix, W, with components:
which allows us to write the master equation in the matrix form:
The W matrix is asymmetric, but can be made symmetric by using the condition of detailed balance at equilibrium: 
where P(0) is the initial condition of the population probability. The solution of master equation can also be written in the alternative form using eigenvectors u (i) of the original transition matrix W:
In eqn (8) ,
eq m is constant for given relaxation mode j; therefore u i (j) can be regarded as the contribution of the jth eigenmode for state i. It comparatively determines how j-th mode changes the population at each state i in these two aspects: (1) the absolute value of u i (j) will determine the magnitude by which the mode j will change the population at state i; (2) the sign of u i (j) will determine whether the population will increase or decrease at state i compared with other states in the same mode.
B. Rate coefficients of inter-state transitions
To construct a master equation, one needs to calculate the rate coefficients for inter-state transitions. On a realistic potential energy surface, we know the shape of the surface at the stationary points, so it is feasible 14 to calculate the rate coefficients by the transition state theory such as RRKM theory 1, 13, 15, 16 once the partition functions of those stationary points are known. For example in a canonical ensemble, one can calculate the first-order rate coefficient as:
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, and T is temperature. E(i, j) is the energy of the saddle point connecting minima i and j, E(j) is the energy of minimum j, Z j and Z i,j are the partition functions of minima j and the saddle points connecting minima i and j, respectively. In our idealized PES model, there is no topographical information available for the partition function of the stationary points, but on the other hand, precise formulae for calculating rate coefficients is not our aim here; it has been studied extensively elsewhere. 17 Hence we set Z j ¼ Z i,j ¼ 1 in eqn (9) and k ij simply becomes an Arrhenius expression:
C. Measuring and comparing the kinetics
The approximate time scale, or the rate, of kinetics happening on a PES is of particular interest to us. We use these following methods to measure the kinetics of a specific PES or to compare the kinetics of different PESs.
1. Eigenvalue spectrum. In the multi-exponential relaxation for the time-dependent population probability for each minimum P i (t), as shown in eqn (7) or (8) , time t only appears in the exponent part; thus the eigenvalues (l's) determine the timescale of the relaxation rate. If we label the eigenvalues in increasing order, then l N ¼ 0 and l j o 0 for j r (N À 1). The eigenvector u (N) (associated with l N ¼ 0) defines the equilibrium value of P(t) since all other terms vanish with negative l's when t -N. Among all other N À 1 relaxation modes, the ones with higher eigenvalues (or less negative ones, corresponding to slower relaxation) will dominate the relaxation and be essential to the kinetics of the entire system. By comparing the eigenvalue spectra, on the other hand, one can check the robustness of a sample PES acquired from a full PES. A good sample PES should have its highest eigenvalues within the same range as those of the full PES.
Relaxation time.
A straightforward way to compare the rates of the kinetics between a sample and a full PES might be to compare their relaxation time of a specific physical quantity of interest. We define R A , as the ratio of the relaxation times between the sample and the full PESs for any physical quantity A, by first translating the two relaxation functions such that they both end at zero when reaching equilibrium and then comparing the area under the two translated functions:
wheret S
A is the relaxation time of the sample PES for physical quantity A andt F A has the same definition for the full PES. A * is an arbitrary non-zero reference value for A and it does not affect the result of R A . The relaxation time described here has a definition similar to that proposed by Stillinger 18 and can be calculated analytically by the method of Miller et al. 3. Eigenvector similarity. Since the eigenvectors of the master equation can be interpreted as expressing the most characteristic minimum-to-minimum passages with regard to the exchanges of population probability, we predict that similar relaxation modes would have similar eigenvectors in the vector space. Here we use ũ, the eigenvectors of the symmetric transition matrix W , because they form an orthonormal set already. We evaluate the similarity of two eigenmodes by the scalar product of the corresponding eigenvectors:
where ũ
(a) is the eigenvector i of PES a, and ũ
is the eigenvector j of PES b. We take the absolute value since changing the sign of any eigenvector will not change the result of the relaxation profile in eqn (7) or (8), so it should not change the similarity here as well. If a ¼ b, we have S ¼ 1 or S ij ¼ d ij because of the orthonormality of ũ.
The power of this similarity matrix is not for a single PES, but applies to the case in which we want to evaluate the similarity between two related PESs, for example a PES and its sample. We can use this matrix as a measure for the robustness of the sampling. We will discuss this in detail in Section III.B. One point that needs attention here is the dimension problem if one wants to compare the eigenvector similarity of a full PES and a sample PES. In this case, since the latter is a subset of the former in energy minima space, the dimensions of their eigenvectors cannot be the same. In order to validate eqn (13) in such a situation, one can expand all the eigenvectors of the sample PES to the same dimension of the full PES by adding zeros to those vector elements corresponding to the minima not included in sample PES: 
III. Kinetics of a simple idealized PES and its samples
In this section, we illustrate how the relaxation time ratio, eigenvalue spectra and eigenvector similarity are used to determine the robustness of the sampling of a very simple and symmetric idealized PES model. We first construct the full PES and discuss its kinetics in Section III.A. In Section III.B, we construct the sample PESs of this full PES and compare the kinetics of the full and sample PESs. The idealized PES model we used in this section has following parameters:
We call this simple and symmetric idealized PES as ''10 Â 10'' PES and take it as the full PES here. The indices of minima are labeled starting from the bottom layer to the top as shown in Fig. 2 
(a).
2. Relaxation of population probability and total energy. To study the kinetics, we choose the initial condition that all the population probability is uniformly distributed among all the 10 minima at the highest energy layer. That means the minima at each high end of each monotonic sequence start with P(0) ¼ 0.1 and all other minima start with P(0) ¼ 0.0. Using this initial condition we constructed and solved the master equation of this idealized PES model and found the population relaxation function for all of the 100 energy minima using eqn (7) or (8) . Because of the symmetry of the model and the initial condition, minima of the same energy layer all have the same kinetic Fig. 3 . Minima at the highest energy layers, as the least stable ones but each with 10% of the entire population at t ¼ 0, have populations that decrease rapidly, passing the population to the next layer of minima. Every minimum from energy layer 2 to 9 starts with zero initial population probability, then its population increases by accepting population probability from a higher layer minimum and passing population downstream as well. After the population reaches a maximum value, the two processes reverse their order of magnitude and the population begins to decrease. For minima at the lowest energy layer, the populations always increase because they are the most stable states in the PES. The whole kinetic process reaches to its equilibrium after about 4 Â 10 À10 s. Using eqn (1), the time-dependent total energy (which is similar to the concept of ''quenched energy'' in other literature 6 ) of the system can be expressed as:
where E i is the energy of minimum i. The total energy, E tot , has a relaxation profile consisting of two steps as shown in Fig. 4 , first a fast linear decay followed by a slower exponential decay until reaching equilibrium.
3. Eigenmode analysis. As discussed in Section II.A, eigenvalues of the master equation can be regarded as indices measuring the rate of the relaxation modes. Fig. 5(a) is the ''line spectrum'' of the eigenvalues for this PES. Of all the 100 eigenvalues, ten of them (including l 100 ¼ 0) are non-degenerate; the other 90 are distributed among ten distinctive values with a degeneracy of nine for each of them. This degeneracy of eigenvalue spectrum is brought by the symmetry of the topology of the PES.
This symmetry of topology can also be reflected in the eigenvector matrix of the master equation, as shown in Fig.  6 . The top line of this matrix is eigenvector u (100) which corresponds to the zero eigenvalue, l 100 . This eigenvector defines the equilibrium population probability of each minimum. We can see that the elements of this eigenvector are grouped into ten 10 Â 1 blocks. Within each block, all the ten elements are associated with the minima of the same energy layer and their values are all the same. This is consistent with the topology of this PES with its ten energy layers. Minima of the same energy layer have the same energy, thus the same equilibrium population probability. Eigenvectors from u (91) to u (99) also have this feature (the 10 Â 1 blocks) as u (100) . As discussed in Section II.A, the eigenvectors associated with nonzero eigenvalues show the population interaction between different minima in the corresponding relaxation modes; therefore these nine eigenmodes are responsible for the population transition between different energy layers (or ''inter-layer'' population transition) and all the ten minima in the same energy layer have equal contribution.
For eigenvectors 1 to 90, we find the ''block'' feature disappears. However, for every group of the 10 matrix elements associated with the minima of the same energy layer, the summation of them is always zero. Thus we conclude that each of these 90 eigenmodes is responsible for the population transition among the minima of the same energy layers (or ''intra-layer'' population transition).
B. Kinetics of sample PESs 1. Construction of the sample PESs. Using the 10 Â 10 PES as the full PES, we take subsets of the minima and all related saddles to form different sample PESs to investigate their The lines connected to hollow dots in the 10 Â 10-Tri PES are the additional downstream pathways every layer of minima has than the higher layer, the hollow dots in the 10 Â 10-Inv PES are the minima which don't have direct downstream pathways, and hence they become the kinetic bottlenecks. Fig. 3 Relaxation profile of population probability of 10 minima of one monotonic sequence in the 10 Â 10 PES. P H (t) and P L (t) are the population relaxation profiles of the minima at the highest and the lowest energy layer, respectively. The other eight relaxation profiles (from left to right) correspond to population of minima at energy layers 9 to 2, respectively. kinetics and find what conditions make good samples. We constructed three sample PESs with different topologies:
''10 Â 4'' PES. This sample PES keeps four of the ten monotonic sequences from the full PES, as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
''10 Â 10-Tri'' PES. This sample PES has a triangle shaped topology, as shown in Fig. 2 
(c).
''10 Â 10-Inv'' PES. This sample PES has an ''invertedtriangle'' shaped topology, as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
The indices of minima of these three sample PESs are labeled in the same fashion as the full 10 Â 10 PES.
2. Relaxation of total energy. We set the initial condition similar to the full PES case that all the population probability will be uniformly distributed among all the minima at the highest energy layer. The number of minima at the highest energy layer for the 10 Â 4, 10 Â 10-Tri and 10 Â 10-Inv sample PESs are 4, 1 and 10, respectively. Using eqn (7) again, we calculated the relaxation profiles of the total energy for all three sample PESs shown in Fig. 4 .
The 10 Â 4 PES has exactly the same relaxation profile as the 10 Â 10 full PES because of the similar symmetry and the topological structure the two PESs have. The relaxation of the 10 Â 10-Inv PES is significantly slower than the full PES. For 90% completion of the relaxation, the 10 Â 10-Inv PES is 29% slower. The reason for this delay in the relaxation of total energy for the 10 Â 10-Inv PES can be attributed to the fact that, for each energy layer (except for the bottom one) in this PES (Fig. 2(d) ), there is always one minimum that has no directly pathway to lead its population downstream. For the population in that minimum to be transferred to a lower energy layer, it has to be transferred to a neighbor minimum at the same layer first. This phenomenon of topology-induced dynamic delay has also been observed by Doye and Wales in their work. 13 On the other hand, the relaxation of the 10 Â 10-Tri PES precisely matches the full PES since there is no such kinetic barrier; For 90% completion of the relaxation, the 10 Â 10-Tri PES is slightly faster (0.14%) than the full PES; this can be explained by the topology of the PES as well. Every time the population is transferred ''downstairs'', there is one more pathway to let the population transfer further downstairs. This also needs an additional transition to a neighboring minimum at the same layer, so the assistance of this additional pathway to the overall kinetics is very minimal.
Using eqn (11), we have also calculated the relaxation time ratios of the energy, R E , for the sample PESs. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and they are consistent with our discussion above that the 10 Â 4, 10 Â 10-Tri and 10 Â 10-Inv PESs can be regarded as an excellent, a good and a bad sample PESs, respectively.
3. Eigenmode analysis for the sample PESs. The eigenvalue spectra and eigenvectors for the sample PESs are plotted in Fig. 5(b-d) and Fig. 6(b-d) , respectively. The 10 Â 4 PES (Fig.  5(b) ) has exactly the same 10 highest eigenvalues (including l 40 ¼ 0) as the 10 Â 10 full PES. Also, similar to the full PES, the rest of the 30 eigenvalues are distributed among 10 distinctive values with a degeneracy of 3 for each of them. In the eigenvector matrix of this PES (Fig. 6(b) ), similar to the full PES again, the matrix elements for each of the first 10 eigenvectors are grouped into blocks, where the number of blocks equals to the number of energy layers and the length of the block equals to the number of minima in each layer. For this 10 Â 4 PES, every such eigenvector is divided into ten 4 Â 1 blocks. The eigenvector associated with the zero eigenvalue, u 40 , defines the equilibrium population probability. The next nine eigenvectors (u 31 to u 39 ) are responsible for inter-layer population transition. So this is why the 10 Â 4 PES has exactly the same energy relaxation profile as the full one: for the 10 slowest eigenmodes of the two PESs, not only the eigenvalues have the same magnitudes which lead to the same relaxation rate, but also the eigenvectors have the same pattern in terms of population exchange. Like the full PES, the 10 Â 4 sample PES also has another group of eigenmodes (u 1 to u 30 ) responsible for the intra-layer population transition. This can be checked by the corresponding eigenvectors using the same method as for the 10 Â 10 PES.
From their eigenvector matrices shown in Fig. 6(c,d) , both the 10 Â 10-Tri and the 10 Â 10-Inv PESs also have the slowest 10 eigenmodes responsible for inter-layer population transition and the other 45 modes responsible for the intra-layer population transition. However in these 45 eigenvectors, since the two PESs have lost the symmetry of the full PES, the block of eigenvector elements for the minima at the same energy layer no longer sum to exactly zero, although the result are very close to it.
As for the eigenvalue spectra of these two PESs (Fig. 5(c,d) 
close to those of the full surface. When we examine the 10 Â 10-Inv PES, however, we find that the high non-zero eigenvalues of this PES are significantly shifted from those of the full PES; for example, the highest non-zero eigenvalues of these two PESs, l 54 and l 99 , are À2.1 Â 10 11 s
À1
and À4.6 Â 10 11 s
, respectively. We may also conclude here that the kinetic relaxation for this PES will be much slower than the full PES using the magnitude of the high eigenvalues. Actually this is consistent with the result in previous section that the 10 Â 10-Inv PES has a slower relaxation profile than the full PES while the 10 Â 10-Tri PES has a profile similar to that of the full PES. It is also worth noting that since both of these two PESs no longer inherit the topological symmetry in the full PES, the degeneracies of some low eigenvalues are lost.
The eigenvector similarities between the full PES and all the sample PESs are calculated using eqn (13) and are plotted in Fig. 7 . We find the result also consistent with our previous discussion. Since the slower eigenmodes are more important to the kinetics, we only need to pay attention to the top-right corner of these matrices corresponding to the similarities between those eigenvectors associated with high eigenvalues. For the 10 Â 4 PES, its last 10 eigenvectors and those of the full PES have very strong one-to-one correlation. The 10 by 10 submatrix in the top-right corner shows a very sharp diagonal pattern. For the 10 Â 10-Tri PES, the correlation of the last 10 eigenvectors between it and those of the full PES is still there, though the diagonal pattern is not as sharp as for the 10 Â 4 PES. For the 10 Â 10-Inv PES, however, the diagonal pattern is completely blurred. This is another indication that the 10 Â 4, 10 Â 10-Tri and 10 Â 10-Inv PESs are considered as perfect, good and bad sample PESs, respectively.
IV. A more complex idealized PES model
The 10 Â 10 idealized PES in the above section is a simple yet informative model. However the PES of a realistic system, like those of atomic clusters or biopolymers, will be much more complicated and irregular in the arrangement of stationary points. In this section, we modify our previous simple, regular model to make a more complicated and irregular PES to mimic a realistic PES system.
A. Construction of the full and sample PESs
In our second model PES, we modify the previous 10 Â 10 PES model by introducing irregularity of small energy perturbation to the energies of all stationary points. We call the resulting new full PES as ''Pert-10 Â 10'' PES and it is constructed in the following steps:
First a network of energy minima and saddles of a previous simple 10 Â 10 PES is created using the same method in Section III, and the energy gap between neighboring layers of energy minima is still kept as the same constant. Thus:
But the downhill saddle barrier height is increased with the each drop from one layer to the next lower layer. This reflects the general situation of the PES of atomic clusters or proteins. 19 We make it a simple linear relation here:
where n ¼ 10 is the number of energy layers in this PES, l is the energy layer index of the higher energy minimum the saddle connects, a is the base value of energy barrier height for the top layer of minima, b is the saddle barrier height bias parameter which determines how biased the barrier height becomes for lower layers of minima. In this model, a and b are defined as:
and one monotonic sequence of this model is illustrated in Fig. 8 together with a one of the previous 10 Â 10 PES.
To further break the symmetry between parallel monotonic sequences, random energy perturbations are brought to all energy minima and saddle points according to a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation of s and the range of Àg to þg. Here s and g are set as constants for energy minima:
and for energy saddles:
With the full PES so constructed, we propose the following sampling methods to construct sample PESs:
''Sequence sampling''. This sampling method is similar to the one by which the 10 Â 4 sample PES is produced in Section III. This sampling method produces a sample PES composed of randomly selected m Seq of the total m sequences of minima and all their connecting saddle points. The resulting sample PES will be labeled as ''n Â m Seq '' PES.
''Rough topography sampling''. If one views the relaxation process in this PES as a series of sequential steps of population transitions from one energy layer to the next, the slowest steps will be the ''bottleneck'' of the relaxation and should be included in the sample PES in an optimal sampling strategy. This sampling method implements this idea and aims to cover the PES region with the roughest topography because this region will capture the rate-determining step of the relaxation. In particular for this Pert-10 Â 10 PES, the saddle barrier height increases with the decrease of minima energy; therefore this sampling method produces a sample PES composed of the bottom n Lay of the total n layers of minima and all their connecting saddle points. The resulting sample PES is labeled as ''n Lay Â m'' PES.
''Low barrier saddle sampling''. If one looks at the relaxation process in this PES from another point of view by considering the relaxation to be composed of parallel pathways with every monotonic sequence as one of them, then the pathways with the smallest saddle barrier height will be the fastest ''shortcut'' paths of the relaxation and should be included in the sample PES in an optimal sampling strategy. This idea is implemented in this sampling method as follows. Firstly in this ''n Â m'' rectangular shaped idealized PES model, we categorize all the saddles into two types: ''intra-layer saddles'' which are responsible for the population transitions among minima within the same energy layer and the ''inter-layer saddles'' which are responsible for the transitions between minima of neighboring layers. Secondly, among all the m inter-layer saddles between every pair of neighboring layers, we select k of them with the lowest barrier heights to get the set of minima for the sample PES. Finally we include all the intra-layer saddles connecting those minima to form a complete sample PES. We label this sample PES as ''Low-Barr-k'' PES.
B. Evaluation for the sampling methods by relaxation time ratio
With the full and sample PESs constructed, we can apply the master equation to study the relaxation of the system. Again, we set the initial population such that the entire population probability is uniformly distributed among all the minima at the highest energy layer. In this section we use the relaxation time ratio of total energy, R E , to check the robustness of the sampling methods for most of the time.
1. Overall performance of the three sampling methods. In Fig. 9 , log 10 (R E ) is plotted against the number of minima for the three types of sample PESs. The average and the standard deviation of log 10 (R E ) can be regarded as measures of the accuracy and precision, respectively, for the relaxation time of each sample PES to represent that of the full PES. The number of minima can be regarded as the sampling size. Thus this graph is a plot of robustness, or performance, of the sampling method with regard to the sampling size.
In all, the rough topography sampling shows the best results with present configuration parameters. In general, the n Lay Â 10 PES has faster relaxation than the full PES; this is because, compared with the full PES, this type of sample PES only includes a subset of the sequential layer-to-layer population transition steps. However since the relaxation steps included in the sample PES are always the rate-determining ones, the relaxation time converges to that of the full PES quickly within half an order of magnitude after sampling only two bottom layers of minima. After sampling three layers of minima, the relaxation time almost completely converges to that of the full PES and the standard deviation is negligible.
The sequence sampling method, previously demonstrated in Section III as the method to produce ''perfect sample'' PES, has a poor performance. It needs at least four sequences (m Seq Z 4) to have the relaxation time converge to that of the full PES within one order of magnitude. Also, this type of sampling method is not as precise as the rough topography sampling. Even with seven parallel sequences (m Seq ¼ 7), the fluctuation of relaxation time can still be as much as half an order of magnitude. The relaxation of this type of sample PES is generally slower than the full PES because of the perturbation in energy imposed on the stationary points. Since the sequences are randomly sampled, whenever the sample PES fails to include the sequences which have the smaller saddle barriers (especially in the rough topography region which dominates the entire relaxation process), it delays the relaxation process to different degrees.
On the contrary, the low barrier saddle sampling method always picks out the inter-layer saddle with the lowest barrier height for the sample PESs, so the accuracy of the predicted relaxation time improves a lot over the sequence sampling. The relaxation time converges quickly to that of the full PES. For the sample PES to fall within one order of magnitude of the full PES, it needs only two sequences compared with four in the sequence sampling. But the relaxation time predicted in the low barrier saddle sampling is still a little slower than that of the full PES on average, even for the comparatively large LowBarr-4 PES with almost 60 minima. This might be simply due to the fact that in full PES, there are more intra-layer saddles in each layer of energy minima such that they can more quickly transfer the population probability from all other minima to that particular one whose downhill inter-layer saddle has the lowest saddle barrier height. As for the precision of the relaxation time predicted by this sample method, it is comparable with the sequence sampling, but still higher than the rough topography sampling according to the standard deviation in relaxation time.
Effect of the perturbation.
One can imagine that as the energy perturbation of the stationary points is increased, it makes the original symmetric 10 Â 10 PES more irregular, making the sequence sampling even worse. Fig. 10 illustrates the quantitative relationship between sampling performance and the degree of perturbation to the saddle point energy. Plotted are the log 10 (R E ) values of the 10 Â 2, 2 Â 10 and LowBarr-2 PESs, one of each from the three sampling methods. The rough topography sampling still gives the best sampling performance: the 2 Â 10 PES always converges to the full PES's relaxation time within one order of magnitude, even with very large perturbation to the saddle point energy.
The log 10 (R E ) values of the 10 Â 2 sample PESs increase approximately linearly with the increase of the energy (17)- (21) . perturbation for saddle points. The fluctuation of the log 10 (R E ) values also have the same trend. Compared with the sequence sampling, the low barrier saddle sampling proves to be a better sampling strategy here again. With the increase of energy perturbation, the divergence from the full PES in relaxation time shows a much slower pace in the Low-Barr-2 sample PES data points, and most of the average relaxation times are with one order of magnitude of that of the full PES.
3. Effect of the saddle barrier height bias parameter. Here we discuss the effect brought by changing the saddle barrier height bias parameter b in eqn (18) . Fig. 11 shows the log 10 (R E ) values against b for the 10 Â 2, 2 Â 10 and Low-Barr-2 PESs, one of each same sample PES from the three sampling methods as in Section IV.B.2. When b is small or zero, there is little or no bias in saddle barrier height with regard to different PES regions. Thus the rough topography sampling is no longer a robust sampling method, as the gap of roughness of the different full PES regions is not big enough (or no gap when b ¼ 0) to let the resulting sample PES dominate in the entire kinetic relaxation process. As a result, this sampling method will underestimate the relaxation time significantly. On the contrary, the sequence sampling turns out to be a good sampling method at small b, since the sample PES constructed in this way has the same span of energy to relax as the full PES. Also, the effects caused by the energy perturbation of the stationary points counteract each other during the relaxation along each monotonic sequence, allowing the sample PESs to have not only a relaxation time similar to that of full PES but also small standard deviation for an ensemble of such systems. When b is large, the entire situation is reversed, the rough topography sampling becomes a good sampling method while the sequence sampling method gets worse. Interestingly, the low barrier saddle sampling is a good compromise compared with the other two sampling methods since its sampling robustness is always good for most of the b values that we have tested here. The reason for this can be explained as follows. First, at any b value, the low barrier saddle sampling is always better than the sequence sampling method for the reason as stated in Section IV.B.1, so it also has a good performance when b is small. Second, at large b values where some PES region has a much higher barrier height than other regions, the low barrier saddle sampling does not get as worse as the sequence sampling does because in this sampling method, the most important inter-layer saddles (with the lowest saddle barrier heights), especially those in the rough topography region, will always be included in the sample PES, thus ensuring that the relaxation time of the sample PES won't deviate too much from that of the full PES.
4. Size effect. In this test, we increase the size of the original full PES to see if the proposed sampling methods will improve in a larger PES model. We first increase the ''broadness'' of the PES by adding more parallel monotonic sequences while keeping sequence length and all other parameters the same as in the Pert-10 Â 10 PES. We made another four full PES models: ''Pert-10 Â 20'', ''Pert-10 Â 30'', ''Pert-10 Â 50'' and ''Pert-10 Â 100''. Fig. 12 shows the log 10 (R E ) values against the size of the full PES (measured by the number of energy minima), and all sample PES are constructed with similar sampling ratios.
For the sequence sampling method with sampling ratio 0.2, the average log 10 (R E ) value of the sample PESs get closer to that of the full PES as the number of sequences is increased from 10 to 100 in the full PES. It is roughly one order of magnitude in the improvement of sampling robustness when the full PES gets 10 times ''wider''. Meanwhile, the fluctuation of the log 10 (R E ) value also decreases significantly, almost fivefold. These results are still intuitive because at each fixed sampling ratio, large PESs have more monotonic sequences in the sample PES, thus the sample has better chance to find at least a few lower barrier saddles to facilitate the relaxation and has a relaxation time closer to that of the full PES. The increase in number of monotonic sequences also has a better ''averaging effect'' among these sequences, thus making the sampling more reliable so the fluctuation of the relaxation time decreases significantly. The low barrier saddle sampling behaves similar to the sequence sampling since both of them are sequencebased sampling methods. As for the rough topography sampling, one would estimate that increasing the ''broadness'' of the full PES will not change the sampling performance too much since the sample PESs are sampled by layers of minima in this model. At fixed sampling ratio, the sample PES always contains the same number of low layers of minima and captures the same fraction of the region of important kinetics. But one thing similar to the previous two sampling methods is that the fluctuation of the relaxation time decreases as well due to the ''averaging effect''.
We also increase the ''length'' of the full PES by increasing the length of each monotonic sequence. To do this, we add more layers of energy minima while fixing the energy values of the highest and lowest layer of minima (45 and 0 k B T, respectively) and their saddle barrier height (5 and 27.5 k B T, respectively) before bringing energy perturbation to the stationary points. We make another three PES models and (17)- (21). Fig. 12 The dependence of relaxation time on the full PES broadness. Data points are average values, error bars represent the standard deviation for an ensemble of systems. Except for m, all other parameters of full PESs are the same as in eqns (17)- (21). compare their parameters with the original Pert-10 Â 10 PES in Table 1 below:
In Fig. 13 we compare the sampling robustness of the three sampling methods with a fixed sampling ratio around 0.2. Both the sequence sampling and the low barrier saddle sampling show worse performance in general with the increase of full PES ''length''. This is because, with longer sequences, it is more likely to include high barrier saddles as kinetic bottlenecks in the sample PES, thus slowing the relaxation. For the rough topography sampling, the sampling performance improves dramatically with the increase of the length of the PES although this is hard to see from Fig. 13 . This is because of the already very small deviation for the sample PESs of the Pert-10 Â 10 full PES whose average log 10 (R E ) value is only À0.225. But, considering the even smaller average log 10 (R E ) value of the sample PESs of the full Pert-37 Â 10 PES, À0.088, this represents a comparatively significant improvement.
C. Evaluation for the sampling methods by eigenvalue spectrum
So far we have been using relaxation time (of a particular physical property, the total energy) to evaluate the sampling method, since this might be the most straightforward way to compare the kinetics of the two PESs. However for large PES, this requires solving eqns (7), (1) and (11) sequentially, which is computationally costly when the PES is extremely large. Here we use the eigenvalue spectrum as a criterion to evaluate the sampling robustness qualitatively, as in Section III.B.3, for an irregular full PES model. The full PES model has the same parameter setting as the Pert-37 Â 10 PES given in Table 1 except that we expand the number of sequences from 10 to 70 to make the PES larger. Thus the resulting full PES model has 2590 minima distributed in 70 parallel monotonic sequences and 37 energy layers, and is denoted as the ''Pert-37 Â 70'' PES. Fig. 14 is the full eigenvalue spectra of the full PES and selected sample PESs by the three proposed sampling methods. It shows again as in Section IV.B.1 that, with moderate saddle barrier height bias parameters and energy perturbation for stationary points, the rough topography sampling method produces the best sample PESs because their high eigenvalues have the same distribution as the full PES. Comparing the sequence sampling and the low barrier saddle sampling methods, the latter seems have sample PESs with better convergence for high eigenvalues. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 15 where the 30 highest non-zero eigenvalues are plotted against sampling size. In the sequence sampling, the highest eigenvalues diverge from the full PES easily by half to one order of magnitude at about 30% of the sampling ratio. The low barrier saddle sampling method is slightly better; for the same sampling ratio, the highest eigenvalues diverge at most by half an order of magnitude from those of the full PES. The rough topography sampling method, again shows an excellent match for the highest eigenvalues in this graph. Even at 20% of the sampling ratio, there is still no noticeable change in almost all of these highest eigenvalues. (17)- (21) 
V. Applying sampling methods to a realistic PES
In this section, we apply some of the sampling methods developed in the idealized PES to a realistic PES of a 13-atom Morse cluster with the dimensionless interaction range parameter r ¼ 6.
A. Construction of the full and sample PESs
A simple exhaustive search algorithm is applied to construct the full PES database of this cluster. The algorithm can be summarized as follows: All the atoms are placed randomly in a sphere with radius 4.0s where s is the equilibrium separation distance of the pairwise Morse potential. From a randomly generated configuration, eigenvector following 20 is used to search the nearby saddle point and the two linked minima are found by BFGS algorithm. 10 This step is repeated until no new saddle points or minima can be found. Finally, dead-end ''minimum-saddleminimum'' triplets (whose minima have no other linked saddles) are trimmed off from the PES database, such that all the minima and saddles are linked together in the database.
We obtained a database of 1408 energy minima and 21843 energy saddle points. This PES is a single-basin PES with global minima energy of À42.44 D where D is the depth of the pair-wise Morse potential. The disconnectivity graph of this PES is shown in Fig. 16 . We treat this database as the full PES and construct sample PESs based on it with following methods:
''Rough topography sampling''. This sampling method is similar to that used in the Pert-10 Â 10 PES. A simple analysis of the minima and saddle database shows that this PES also has rough topography region in the low energy part of the PES, thus we sample the PES by first defining a threshold value e, then select all the energy minima whose energy differences with the global minima are smaller than e. After the database of minima is defined, all saddle points linking any pair of minima in the minima database are included in the sample PES.
''Random minimum sampling''. We use this sampling method as a control test for the previous rough topography sampling method. This sampling method randomly chooses energy minima for the sample PES database by an acceptance probability, p. Selection of saddle points is the same as in the rough topography sampling method.
''Low barrier saddle sampling (I) and (II)''. These two sampling methods are also similar to that used in the Pert-10 Â 10 PES. But in this realistic PES, we didn't categorize minima into energy layers and saddle points into intra-layer saddles and inter-layer saddles for the sake of simplicity. Thus we define a saddle as ''low barrier saddle'' by either of these two schemes: (I) a saddle for which both of the two barriers are smaller than a threshold value e; or (II) a saddle for which at least one of the two barriers is smaller than a threshold value e. After the low barrier saddles are obtained, we get the minima database by just choosing those linked by the selected saddles. A topology analysis step is then performed to guarantee that any two of the minima in the sample PES are linked by one or several low saddles. In the cases in which particular minima are not linked to the major group, they are just simply removed from the sample PES database.
''High barrier saddle sampling''. This sample method is used as a control test for the previous low barrier saddle sampling methods. In this sampling method, to the contrary of the previous case, selected are only those saddles with both of the barrier heights larger than a threshold value, e. The selection process for minima is the same as the low barrier saddle sampling methods.
''Random saddle sampling''. This sample method is another control test for the previous low barrier saddle sampling methods. This sampling method first randomly chooses energy saddle points into the sample PES database by an acceptance probability, p. Then the minima are selected as the same way in the low barrier saddle sampling methods.
B. Evaluation for the sampling methods by relaxation time ratio
After all the full PES and sample PESs have been constructed, their master equations are constructed and solved. The initial conditions are chosen such that the entire population is distributed among all the energy minima with equal probability. The partition functions of stationary points and the rate coefficients are calculated from a simple harmonic model 17 because we are not interested in an accurate calculation of rate coefficients in this work. Finally log 10 (R E ) values are calculated for all sample PESs to compare the sampling performance.
In Fig. 17 , log 10 (R E ) is plotted against the number of minima, as the measure of sampling size. Among all the sample PESs, the rough topography sampling method gives the best sample PESs, all of them have relaxation times very close to that of the full PES, within half an order of magnitude. The random minimum sampling method, the corresponding control test, is much worse, especially for small samples.
The next best sample PESs are those of the low barrier saddle sampling (I) method. Most of its sample PESs show relaxation times converged within one order of magnitude of that of the full PES except for extreme small samples. However the low barrier saddle sampling (II) method shows unsatisfactory results. At intermediate sampling size, the divergence of its relaxation times from the full PES could be four orders of magnitude. This behavior might be due to the reason that since only one saddle barrier is restricted to be smaller than a threshold value, the other barrier could be very large, thus making it possible to form a kinetic bottleneck in the sample PES as illustrated in Fig. 18 .
The two control tests for the low barrier saddle sampling methods, the high barrier saddle sampling and the random saddle sampling both show even worse sampling performance.
C. Evaluation for the sampling methods by eigenvalue and eigenvector
In the idealized PES model, the spectrum of high eigenvalues gives a good reflection of the timescale of the kinetic relaxation. We found that it is also true in this realistic PES model. Fig. 19 shows the correlation between the relaxation time of energy and several highest eigenvalues. As expected, the highest nonzero eigenvalue, l NÀ1 , has the best linear correlation with the R E value, as shown in Fig. 19(a) . And we see this linear relationship breaks down gradually when we move toward to smaller eigenvalues, l NÀ2 and l NÀ5 , as show in Fig. 19(b) and 19(c), respectively. This result further confirms our assumption that the highest non-zero eigenvalues are the most important rate-determining factor in the kinetics relaxation solved by master equation.
In Fig. 20 , we also calculate the eigenvector similarity between the full PES and three selected sample PESs, one of each by the high barrier saddle sampling, low barrier saddle sampling (II) and rough topography sampling methods. These three sample PESs represent a bad, a modest and a good sample PES, respectively, according to the relaxation times in Fig. 17 . Here in the eigenvector similarity matrix, these three sample PESs show poor, modest and good correlation, respectively, of their eigenvectors with those of the full PES again.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new approach to study the kinetics on complex energy landscapes, specifically to address the sampling problem for a large PES. The idealized PES gives a convenient and manageable model to study systematically the correlation between the topology and topography of the PES and the relaxation behavior. By solving the master equation of the PES system, we have demonstrated that the relaxation behavior is correlated well with the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 18 The possible kinetic bottleneck in the sample PES of the low barrier saddle sampling (II) method. Energy minima are denoted by dots, energy saddles are denoted by lines. In the right graph, a kinetic bottleneck will be formed when two ''min-sad-min'' triplets are linked with each other by having both higher saddle barriers to be connected to the common minimum. transition matrix. Starting with a simple and topologically symmetric idealized PES model in Section III, we have explored the criteria for making good sample PESs qualitatively. We found that in general, the robustness of the sample PES is determined by how many important topological features the sample PES inherits from the full one. Under optimal conditions, a very good mimic PES, such as the 10 Â 4 PES, can model the relaxation profile of the energy and the eigenmodes of the master equation. We have used existing tools, notably the eigenvalue spectrum, and established new ones, the ''relaxation time ratio'' and ''eigenvector similarity'' to determine how good a sample PES is, and we have showed consistency for these different criteria.
With a more complex and irregular but also more realistic model in Section IV, we have proposed several sampling methods and quantitatively studied their sampling robustness with regard to various topography parameters. We find that in general, the sample PES capturing the roughest topology region and/or the lowest saddle barriers of the full PES will have kinetic behavior similar to that of the full PES. The simple sequence sampling is not the best sampling method but its performance is likely to improve in larger full PES as found in earlier work. 11 Finally in Section V, we have applied the sampling strategies developed in the idealized PES model to a realistic PES of M 13 cluster, and demonstrated the robustness of those sampling strategies for the realistic PES as well.
Our sampling method as formulated here is based on the prerequisite that we know the full PES in advance. This becomes completely impractical for a very large full PES, for example, a 20-atom cluster bound by Lennard-Jones potentials or even a very small biopolymer molecule. Therefore further work will include developing sampling strategies that are integrated from the outset into the PES searching program.
Albeit we have started to modify the simplest idealized PES model in this paper to make it mimic the real PES of a cluster system, there is still much more worth exploring, such as making other idealized but more complicated PES models such as a multi-funnel PES or other topological archetypes. 21 This will be especially important when one applies this approach to other physical systems with different forms of structural networks. It will be necessary to determine whether the search algorithm that seems best in the work presented here is also the preferred algorithm for other networks of other kinds and of much larger sizes. What we have presented here is a way to start with the simplest scheme and make it more and more complex and realistic in order to study how to obtain the important knowledge (in our case the relaxation timescale) from an unmanageable amount of information. We of course hope our method will be applicable to many other network problems.
